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Homework Review"

What do we know about the people we write for?"
�  Educational level!
�  English proficiency!
�  Ethnicities!
�  Age, gender, and disabilities!
�  Other factors, such as access to computers, cell phones, 

language needs, e.g., Tagalog, Hmong and Mien readers!
!

(Check accessibility at: cynthiasays.com)!



  

!Orwell's proposition is that:  
modern English, especially  
written English, is so corrupted  
by bad habits that it has become  
impossible to think clearly. !

!The main enemy is that  
meaning is hidden behind  
the long words and empty  
phrases. !

!

!
!

Shortened excerpts from: Orwell on Writing: ʻClarity Is the Remedyʼ, by LAWRENCE WRIGHT!

 



  

  
 

A scrupulous writer, Orwell notes, will ask himself: !

�  What am I trying to say? !

�  What words will express it? !

�  What fresh image will make it clearer? !

�  Could I put it more shortly? !

�  Have I said anything that is avoidably ugly? !

 !
Shortened excerpts from: Orwell on Writing: ʻClarity Is the Remedyʼ, by LAWRENCE WRIGHT!

!



Contʼd.!

!I think the secret of Orwell's timelessness is that he doesn't seek to 
please or entertain; instead, he captures the reader with a style as 
intimate and frank as a handshake. !

Orwellian Rules!
�  Never use a long word where a short one will do.!

�  If it is possible to cut a word out, always cut it out.!

�  Never use the passive where you can use the active.!

�  Never use a foreign phrase, a scientific word [substitute legalese], or a 
jargon word if you can think of an everyday English equivalent.!

�  Break any of these rules sooner than say anything outright barbarous. !



 

When lawyers write…"
!We must convey legal information using the writerʼs tool kit to make 
our work meet the Orwellian standards. !

!Our writing should be:!
�  Uncomplicated!
�  Short!
�  Active voice – direct!
�  Without legalese!
�  Break these rules if you have to!!

  

  



 

When lawyers write…"

What are the characteristics of a well-written legal document?"
!I have tried this discussion problem with third-year law students, groups of 
legislative drafters from all over the world, groups of practicing lawyers, 
groups of court-staff attorneys, and groups of sitting judges. These diverse 
groups usually come up with nearly identical lists of desirable characteristics. 
The lists almost always look something like this:!

�  Clear (easy to understand and not ambiguous or vague)!

�  Correct (about the law, the facts, and in language)!

�  Concise (not longer than necessary to do the job)!

�  Complete (covers everything that needs to be covered)!

  

  



 

When lawyers write…"
!We must also optimize what we write by applying our understanding of 
how the brain processes words, phrases, and images. !!

!Here, science reinforces Orwellʼs rules:!

!– Decoding is easiest with short, familiar words!

!– Shorter sentences and paragraphs are better than long ones!

!– Active voice is better than passive!

!– Uncomplicated words that reveal – not obscure – the meaning are best.!

  

  



 

When lawyers write…"
!Use your knowledge of how the brain reads and how images are processed:

!!

!– Information + appropriate images are remembered more (dual coding)!

!– Information + inappropriate images are remembered less than text alone.!

!!

  



Should we use graphics? Why? 

English proficiency, dual coding !
 

 

 



Ethnicity – California Guide for Pregnant Teens!
Teen comment #1: “The graphics should look more racially 
diverse, and the girls should look further along in their 
pregnancy.”!



Teen comment #2: “In most cases, there wonʼt be a partner.”!



Graphics from  
the final Guide…"



Design for the right age group:"



Paternity Cases in Missouri Court"
!In Missouri, the Prosecuting Attorney files a paternity case when children receive public 
assistance. The potential father and mother are served. Some of the time, the father 
participates in genetic testing. The cases are then set on a docket. !

!In the past, no notice of the hearing date was sent to the parties. Mother and father had 
both been served, but neither had filed any responsive pleadings so they were 
technically in default and no notice was required. The summons said they had to file an 
answer or otherwise respond to the pleading. !

!No one on a docket would ever show up. Really. Out of 1,000 cases, you might have 
one person show up. We decided that this entry into the lives of parents could be used 
to help the families. We decided to send the parents a plain language notice telling them 
when their case would be heard and why they should go the hearing. !

"The results have been amazing! In more than 50% of the cases, one or both of the 
parents show up for court. We are now entering parenting plans that include custody 
issues in approximately 25-30% of the cases. !

 

 

Consequences of not writing for our readers 



Consequences of not writing for our readers 

Comparative Readability Study"
!Plain language court forms proved easier to read and more completely 
understood than untreated versions. There is a statistically significant 
difference in readability and reading interest as measured by the readersʼ 
perception of the level of difficulty of the forms.!

!There are ancillary benefits as well: !

!As a greater number of consumers understand and therefore are able to 
comply with the instructions contained in the legal forms, court expenditures 
are reduced.!

!Consumers who use plain language as a vehicle to access legal information 
and protections are more confident and self-reliant.!

!Printing and translation costs are reduced because Plain Language 
documents are typically 40% shorter than untreated documents. !



Expert witness topics 
�  Reverse Mortgage Contracts – Class action case ruling that 

partiesʼ signatures to a contract cannot imply acceptance of 
the terms if those terms are so poorly written that it is not 
reasonable to expect the average consumer to understand.!

�  A notice of appeal rights does not inform the recipient if it is 
not understandable. !

�  Audio instructions to apply for benefits cannot inform if the 
language is not understandable!

�  Advisements about the potential consequences of a plea do 
not genuinely advise if their language is not understandable.!

�  Subpoenas that cannot be understood will not be effective. !



Why should we use plain language? It saves us time and money. It 
saves our customers time and money. And it improves compliance 
with requirements we impose on the public. Here are some examples 
taken mostly from Professor Joe Kimble's book Writing for Dollars, 
Writing to Please.!

Plain language version of VA form letter means fewer calls from 
customers.!

�  Calls to each counselor each month !94 !16 (PL)!

�  Total calls each year, 10 counselors !1128 !192 (PL)!

Plain language means higher compliance rates to livestock registration 
requirement.!
�  Compliance rate !40% !95% (PL)!

 

 

Plain Language: the bottom line.!



Two stories demonstrate savings more directly:!

1. !The first plain language regulation was a FCC regulation on operating 
ham radios. Before FCC issued the regulation, there were five staff 
members answering public calls and letters with questions about the 
FCC's requirements for operating ham radios. Several months after 
FCC issued the regulation, the questions had fallen off so far that all 
five staff members were moved to other jobs.!

2. !Every several years the Veterans Benefits Administration writes a letter 
to all veterans asking them to update their listing of beneficiaries in VBA 
files. If a veteran dies without a valid beneficiary listed, VBA staff must 
locate and identify one. VBA was getting a response rate of about 
43% to its letter. They rewrote the letter in plain language, and the 
response rate rose to 65%. This saved VBA about $4.4 million 
dollars in staff time.!

 

 

 

Plain Language: the bottom line.!



Bryan Garner on legal writing: 
�  “Be a lawyer who clarifies and not a lawyer who obfuscates. 

Judges will trust your writing and you will win more often, even when 
the merits are not in your favor.”"

�  “Challenge inadequate and inefficient legal writing dogmas […] 
whenever possible and appropriate.” !

�  “Donʼt write it if you wouldnʼt say it out loud. Your document 
should be able to stand up to a strong oratorical reading.” !

�  “Write simply and clearly. No one should have to read a sentence 
twice to understand itʼs its meaning, and you should always use the 
simplest word that means the same thing. If your reader was going to 
skip your word, sentence, paragraph or quote anyway, omit it from 
your writing.”!

Source: http://lawyerist.com/10-legal-writing-tips-from-bryan-garner/"



�  Practice: "
�  Write a short summary (maximum 150 words) that explains 

why it is important for your agency to present information in 
plain language.!

�  Find an example of text, document, or information on the 
web that your agency uses that is not in plain language. 
Explain what are the potential losses for your agency by 
not having this information in plain language. !

�  Letʼs do an example together.!

Homework: due Monday, June 18, 9 a.m. PST 
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INSTRUCTION S FOR LANDLORDS ON  
UNLAWFUL DETAINERS  

 
Material prepared and/or distributed by the Superior Court Clerk’s Office IS INTENDED FOR INFORMATIONAL AND 
EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY.  Such material is NOT intended to be and IT IS NOT LEGAL ADVICE as to your 
specific case.  IT IS NOT INTENDED TO TAKE THE PLACE OF COMPETENT LEGAL ADVICE FROM AN 
ATTORNEY.  You are strongly advised to seek the advice of a licensed attorney before starting or completing your case in 
order to protect valuable legal rights that you may have and of which you may be unaware.  Please contact a competent 
attorney of your choice or contact the LAWYERS REFERENCE SERVICE of the Stanislaus County Bar Association at (209) 
571-5727 for a referral.   The Clerk’s Office cannot give you legal advice. 
A lawsuit to evict a tenant is called an unlawful detainer. California laws provide a quick means for getting a 
tenant out of a property when the tenant has not paid the rent, or has violated some other term of the lease or rental 
agreement. However, the landlord must follow the law precisely for the quick remedy to work. Because of the need 
for precision, and the complexity of the laws and procedure, it is always recommended that a landlord use an 
attorney to evict a tenant.  
 
Most attorneys who do unlawful detainers work on a reasonable fixed fee, often considerably less than one 
month’s rent. It is almost always more cost effective to use an attorney than to file the unlawful detainer in pro 
per, meaning on your own behalf.  Should you decide to do so, there are a number of books that can guide you 
on how to proceed with an unlawful detainer action. You will need to read all the information carefully. As a 
plaintiff filing a lawsuit without an attorney, you are responsible for knowing the law as well as an attorney 
handling the same type of case. Therefore, if you proceed in pro per, you must plan to spend a lot of time 
studying the law so you are prepared to properly proceed with each step of the case. The books that can help 
you with step-by-step instructions are:  The California Landlord’s Law Book, Vol. 2: Evictions, by David 
Brown, published by Nolo Press;  Legal Professional’s Handbook, by Legal Secretaries, Incorporated, 
published by The Rutter Group (See Vol. 1, Chapter 10) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ENDING THE TENANCY
 
The only way to legally remove a tenant from your property is to get a court order that says the tenant must move 
out. Locking the tenant out or shutting off the utilities to make the tenant move is considered “self-help” and could 
result in the tenant suing you. You may be ordered to pay statutory penalties up to $100.00 a day for each day the 
tenant is locked out, in addition to the tenant’s actual damages. Before you can get a court order to remove the 
tenant, you must serve the tenant with a written notice. 

MEDIATION:  AN ANOTHER WAY TO SETTLE YOUR DISPUTE 
 

You can try to reach an agreement with the tenant through mediation. This process can be started before or 
after the lawsuit has been filed. The Stanislaus County Mediation Center provides free dispute resolution 
services as a way to settle the case. This process is done with the help of a neutral third party who is 
professionally trained as a mediator.  Mediation is a voluntary process in which the mediator meets with 
the parties to assist them in settling their dispute.  For further information you may call The Stanislaus 
County Mediation Center at (209) 236-1577. 
 




